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Lumberg Opens up New Market Opportunities 

with a Factory in China 

Sister company Lutronic buys connector manufacturer in Dongguan

Schalksmühle, 10.03.2021. For 88 years now, Lumberg has been developing and producing

connectors and contact systems, electromechanical components, and mechatronic components

of the highest quality for technical applications, especially in the business fields of automotive,

home appliances, building technology, and mobile communications technology.  

Lutronic, founded internationally in 2016, on the other hand, specializes in connectivity solutions

for industrial automation. Its portfolio also includes high-performance feeding, testing and hand-

ling modules for special-purpose machine construction. The company operates in conjunction

with the specific know-how of the Lumberg Group, as it was Lumberg itself that established the

M12 circular connector as a global standard at the beginning of the 1980s. On this basis, Lutro-

nic, as a sister company of the Lumberg Group, exclusively develops and sells high-quality M8

and M12 circular connectors for signal, data and power applications for automation applications.

The particular strength of the Lutronic Group in the automation business field is – in addition to

standardized industrial connectors – the offer and development of customized special solutions

for equipment manufacturers with high demands on quality and attractive prices. In doing so,

Lutronic also offers regional variants in small series, which large manufacturers do not dare to

approach.

This is made possible by the close cooperation that has existed since the beginning with TCA –

The Cable Assembler, a company based in Dongguan, a city with a population of eight million.

Effective January 1st of this year, Lutronic has now purchased TCA, which was founded by a

German in 1994. The almost 300 employees will be taken over in full. The approximately 12,000

square meter production, warehouse and business premises are conveniently located just two

hours from Shenzhen and Hong Kong in a center of the Chinese electrical industry. In addition
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to the Asian Lumberg sales locations in Shanghai and Singapore, which have existed for deca-

des, the plant in Dongguan now also marks a footprint for the company's own production via the

sister company of the Lumberg Group in China.
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About Lumberg Group:

The Lumberg Group, headquartered in Schalksmühle, Germany, ranks among the leading providers of con-

nector and interconnect systems. Core areas of expertise include R&D, manufacturing and the worldwide

sales of electromechanical and mechatronic components. For 88 years now, the Group’s skills have broad-

ened from manufacturing  connectors  and  challenging  micro-contact  elements,  to  developing  complex

mechatronic assemblies, to customer-specific engineering and technical design services for all industries.

In-depth application expertise led to strong partnerships in the automotive, home appliance, building tech-

nology and communications industries. Family-run in the third generation, the company has a global work-

force of around 1,200. Subsidiaries in Europe, America and Asia form a dense sales network. In 2020, the

Group’s turnover totaled some Euro 125,7 m. Over 20,000 catalog and customized products are proof of

the company’s efficiency. 

www.lumberg.com – facebook.com/lumberg.homebase – instagram.com/lumberg_group

        – twitter.com/lumberg_group – linkedin.com/campany/lumberg-group
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